Download Instagram Bug
342.8k Followers, 398 Following, 3,332 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from ViewBug
(@viewbug)The network said the bug was discovered in a routine review in January and has since been
corrected. The bug exposed passwords for users on Facebook, Facebook Lite , and Instagram.If you think
you've found a technical problem on Instagram, you can report it from within the app. To report something that's
not working: Go to your profile. Tap (iPhone) or (Android) in the top right. Scroll down and tap Report a
Problem, then follow the on-screen instructions.Report: Instagram bug revealed some users passwords as
plaintext in URLs According to a report from The Informant, a number of Instagram users' passwords were
shared as plaintext in URLs used to download their data.Instagram confirms that a bug is causing follower
counts to change (Updated) Catherine Shu @catherineshu / 4 weeks Update: Instagram says the issue will be
fixed by 9AM PST on Thursday.BUG!??? Professional Freestyle Basketballer [2011/2014/2016 FREESTYLE
BASKETBALL SOLO BATTLE CHAMPION?] Request of work ? DM? youtu.be/lHmOCkr-ubwInstagram
bug causes celebrities like Kylie Jenner, other users to suddenly lose followers. Instagram users including
notable personalities said they're suddenly losing followers.Instagram bugs may happen because of this, for
example, the Instagram videos fail to be loaded. So if you have turned on power saving mode on your device,
turn it off to see whether this kind of Instagram bugs can be solved.The bug exposed passwords for users on
Facebook, Facebook Lite, and Instagram. Facebook hasn’t found any evidence that the passwords were
compromised externally — the bug only exposed plain text passwords for the company’s employees, according
to Facebook.A major Instagram security bug leaked users passwords as plain text These haunting photos of
abandoned places across Europe show the beauty of decay Even if you’re not a cat person, you’ll love these cute
kitties photographed from underneath

